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When Charles LeDray arrived in New York from Seattle in 1989, he found a city in the midst of a fiscal
and social crisis and the ravages of the AIDS epidemic. In the East Village homeless entrepreneurs
would set up blankets on Astor Place, where they sold used magazines, books, housewares, and
arrays of worn clothing. Each blanket represented a micro-community of objects and people, and
LeDray was fascinated as much by the social interactions of the sellers as by the actual objects for
sale. And so, in 1991, he laid down his own miniature blankets and showed what he had made by
hand: tiny replicas of used magazines, books, housewares, and worn clothing. He called his installa-
tion workworkworkworkwork. The cast-offs of others and LeDray’s creations each represented lives
lived, and his experience on Astor Place set the
stage for the artist’s future practice.

For the next quarter-century LeDray
would make objects that inhabit a world apart.
He became known for exquisitely crafted works
that often plumb the mythologies of childhood
while belying a more compelling vision. LeDray is
sometimes categorized as obsessive because he
makes everything by hand, whether it is a small
garment, a bone button, or a tiny clay pot.
Transforming quotidian objects into perfect, often
miniature replicas — sometimes made from
human bone — he begins his exploration in child-
hood but ends it in death. LeDray’s terrain is the
hinterland of human experience.

In the 1980s LeDray worked as a guard
at the Seattle Art Museum where he had the
daily opportunity to study its holdings. There he
gained insight into the motivations behind col-
lecting. Benefactors often give their collections
to museums upon their death, and those works
tell the story of their lives and passions. LeDray
both collects and has presented groups of his 
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workworkworkworkwork, 1991 (detail). 588 objects, mixed media,
approximately 45 feet long x 10 in x 2 in. (Private collection,
Houston, TX).



dered label and plastic buttons, it appeared in his first solo exhibition, in 1993 at Tom Cugliani
Gallery in SoHo, then the hub of the New York art world. It is the first suit LeDray created and is a
touchstone for the subsequent suits that dominate his lexicon. As an extension of workworkworkwork-
work, this crumpled suit could have been lifted from one of the blankets on the sidewalk on Astor
Place, while at the same time it signals the advent of a new artistic voice.

Victorian images of girls making daisy chains evoke nostalgia for an idyllic past. Yet Daisy
Chain (2013–14, fig. 12) recalls memento mori — artifacts representing mortality and paintings
depicting them — skulls, bones, candles, and hourglasses served as reminders of the fragility of life. 
In this intricately carved bone work, daisies sit on a black linen handkerchief, which could be a
mourner’s. Freedom Train (2013–15, fig. 11) takes its title from a pennant commemorating the events
of the 1976 Bicentennial, when a steam locomotive toured the US, displaying treasured documents
and artifacts. The work also features a tatty sport jacket enclosing cascades of outdated men’s ties
festooned with whales, mushrooms, and political symbols. As in Overcoat, the open jacket suggests a
life revealed — from a man’s patriotism to his sartorial taste. Ties and suits are what are left in the
closet when a man dies. Their miniaturization invokes an alternate world that such a man may have
inhabited. We remember that memento mori translates from Latin into “remember you must die.”
Nostalgia, in Le Dray’s universe, so often turns elegiac.

own work as collections, the buttons riffing on historic button cards, the pots sitting in museum qual-
ity vitrines, and each array of clothing simulating a costume collection.

LeDray’s fascination with duplicating things he collects manifests in works like Buttons
(2000–2001, fig. 6), 130 life-size buttons he carved from human bone. In Overcoat (2004, fig. 5), 
a miniature black trench coat suggests menace but opens to reveal a burst of color in a surprising
display of a multitude of even tinier garments. A man’s inner life is thus revealed through the clothing
he possesses. Perhaps LeDray’s tour de force is Throwing Shadows (2008–16, fig. 13), comprised of
fourteen hundred hand-thrown clay pots. Inspired in part by the renowned 2,200-piece Meissen
Swan Service (1737–41) by Johann Joachim Kändler, LeDray set out to create his own porcelain 
service culminating in Throwing Shadows. Each miniscule black pot was shaped by his fingers lifting
the form from a hump of clay. The title refers not only to the shadows cast by the vessels but also to
the process of making them. LeDray had difficulty seeing the forms as they emerged from the dark
wet clay, and he felt as though he was throwing shadows rather than pots. A precursor to this work,
Milk and Honey (1994–96), is made up of two thousand white porcelain pots, arranged in a similar
vitrine, but here the message is about lightness and purity rather than darkness and shadow.

LeDray chooses his inventories of objects for their emotional and symbolic resonance. 
The narratives he creates with them can be disquieting, especially when those objects are associated
with childhood. LeDray made his first teddy bear in 1978, and later, beginning with Broken Bear
(1992, fig. 8), he created a series of re-configured bears. Some are dismembered, like Paul Klee’s 
The Man of Confusion (1939), which LeDray saw when it was exhibited at the Seattle Art Museum.
With limbs akimbo, Broken Bear lies on a Salvation Army plate that once was used to serve the poor
and homeless in a soup kitchen. In Tar Bears (1991, fig. 2) two tar-coated bears embrace atop a
plate perched on an overturned teapot. They appear to be victims of a tea party run amuck or a bru-
tal racist attack. Created during LeDray’s first years in New York, his teddy bears conjure thoughts of
home as a place of both succor and of fear, a place out of reach, or a place for children to leave. 
And in Our House (1990, fig. 1), home is a negative space represented by a roofline and chimney cut
from a button-covered sky. Today button collections are mostly displayed in museums, but once they
were a comforting staple in homes, gathered by mothers and grandmothers for mending, and some-
times, for entertaining children.

As the title suggests, Becoming/Mister Man (1992, fig. 10) refers to that transitionary time
when Le Dray emerged as an artist in New York. A miniature man’s suit hand stitched with embroi-
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LeDray’s instinct to make equivalencies of the objects we live with, often on a tiny scale,
brings to mind Steven Millhauser’s short story “In the Reign of Harad IV.” The hero is a maker of minia-
tures who seeks to carve smaller and smaller objects, until they cannot be seen by the naked eye. 
“As he sank beneath the crust of the visible world, into his dazzling kingdom, he understood… that,
from now on, his life would be difficult and without forgiveness.” At the end of the 1957 film 
The Incredible Shrinking Man, the smaller and less human that the protagonist, Scott Carey, becomes,
the more one with the universe he feels. In both stories, a man is transformed and his journey ends
with an altered experience of being. LeDray draws us in to the worlds he creates because they are so
familiar and resonate with our own inner life. His power as an artist lies not only in his considerable
skill at replication but in his ability to take us from one world to another.

Susan Lubowsky Talbott retired as the Director and CEO of the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art in

Hartford, Connecticut, in 2015, and now serves as Interim Executive Director of the Fabric Workshop and

Museum in Philadelphia. She was inducted into the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres in November 2015.
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Installation view of the exhibition Charles LeDray at Tom Cugliani Gallery, New York (January 9–March 19, 1993). From left to right: Untitled 
(Broken Bear/key wind), 1992 (Private collection). Becoming/Fight, 1992 (Private collection). Becoming/Mister Man, 1992 (Private collec-
tion). Untitled, 1992 (Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston, Gift of Alvin and Barbara Krakow).
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1. Our House, 1990

Mother of pearl buttons, gesso, and plywood

22 x 24 x 1 inches

Collection of Ralph Balass 

2. Tar Bears, 1991

Tar, velvet, thread, embroidery floss, sawdust, buttons, 

sugar, and found porcelain teapot and platter

14 x 20 x 13 inches 

3. Mourning Coat, 1991

Plywood, paper, mailing tape, fabric, thread, buttons, and ink

15 x 19 inches 

4. Shadows, 2012

Paper, paint, and mica

14 x 17 inches

5, page 2 detail. Overcoat, 2004

Fabric, thread, embroidery floss, wood, metal, plastic, and paint

251⁄2 x 20 x 11 inches 

Private collection

6. Buttons, 2000-2001

Human bone [130 buttons]

Dimensions variable, approximately 1⁄4 x 14 x 14 inches

7. Untitled (Blue diptych), 1995

Fabric, thread, porcelain, copper, silver, and gold

Two panels: 17 x 12 inches, each

8. Broken Bear, 1992

Fabric, thread, embroidery floss, cotton stuffing, buttons, 

and found porcelain Salvation Army soup kitchen plate

91⁄4 diameter x 41⁄2 inches

Collection of Ralph Balass

9. Untitled (Broken Bear), 1993

Fabric, thread, embroidery floss, cotton stuffing, 

and buttons

33⁄4 x 81⁄2 x 61⁄2 inches

10. Becoming/Mister Man, 1992

Fabric, thread, embroidery floss, buttons, wire, and nail

14 x 121⁄2 x 41⁄2 inches 

Private collection

11, opposite. Freedom Train, 2013-15

Fabric, thread, leather, metal, wood, plastic, paint, and dust

393⁄4 x 18 x 61⁄2 inches

Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, The Douglas Tracy 

Smith and Dorothy Potter Smith Fund, 2015.19.1

12. Daisy Chain, 2013-14

Fabric and human bone 

11⁄8 x 161⁄2 x 151⁄2 inches 

13. Throwing Shadows, 2008-16

Black porcelain, steel, and glass [1,400 hand-thrown vessels]

70 x 20 x 20 inches
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Charles LeDray is represented by Sperone Westwater; we would like to express our 
gratitude to Angela Westwater and her staff for their support and guidance.
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